Midyear Workshop II
Wednesday, October 5th, 2011

8:30 am

Meet in 431 Stearns – light breakfast will be served

8:45 – 9:00

Opening Remarks – Ming Wang, Northeastern University
Project Overview & Proprietary Issues & Business Plan

9:00 – 11:20

Progress Reports with Discussion – 431 Stearns
(10 minute timed presentations including questions, 8 slides max)
(all slides need to be preloaded)

1. TEASe Overview – Greg MacDaniel, Consultant to Northeastern University
2. TEASe MASS – Yinghong Cao, Northeastern University
3. TEASe Wireless Sensor – Qi Wang, Student at Northeastern University
4. UVM-GEARS – Dryver Huston, University of Vermont
5. ESS-GEARS – Chuck Oden, Earth Science Systems LLC
6. SLiMR – Dan Busuioc, Consultant to Northeastern University

appr. 10am

10 minute break

7. Radar Material Properties – TzuYang Yu, University of Massachusetts at Lowell
8. RAV – Ken Maser, Consultant to Northeastern University
9. SOPRA – John Tyson, Trilion Quality Systems LLC
10. VIDEO – Sindhu Ghanta, Student at Northeastern University
11. MAP – Patrick Thompson, Consultant to Trilion Quality Systems LLC
12. DRS – Yi Zhang, Northeastern University
13. BOSS – Steve Zhu, Trilion Quality Systems LLC

appr. 11:20am

10 minute break

11:30 – 1:00

Student Project Reports with Discussion – 431 Stearns
(5 minute presentations, including 1 question, 3 slides max)
(all slides need to be preloaded)

1. Akash Agarwal, Northeastern University
2. Jiaxing Zhang, Northeastern University
3. Anbu Venkatachalaram, University of Vermont
4. Xianlei Xu, University of Vermont
5. Ming Li, Northeastern University
6. Vitaliy Saykin, Northeastern University
7. Yifeng Lu, Northeastern University

appr. 12:10pm

10 minute break

Final Draft 9/13/11
8. Yiying Zhang, Northeastern University
9. Yubo Zhao, Northeastern University
10. Carlos Jaquez, University of Massachusetts at Lowell
11. Hao Liu, University of Massachusetts at Lowell
12. Nicole Martino, Northeastern University
13. Reid Vilbig, Northeastern University
14. Xin Ma, Northeastern University

1:00 – 2:00  Lunch and Discussions – 431 Stearns

2:00 – 3:00  Strategic Planning Sessions for 2nd half of VOTERS project
Break-out Sessions in various locations

1. Integration of GEARS components and field-able systems – 431 Stearns
   DB (chair), CO, DrH, TX, NS, AV, XX, RV (minutes), TY, KB, TH, HL, ML, RB, CJ, RG
2. Direction of TEASE – 531 Stearns
   MW (chair), YC (minutes), KM, GM, QW, YL, VS, YuZ, YiyZ, DV
3. Direction of data visualization and analysis (BOSS, MAP, DRS, data fusion) – 012 Stearns
   SWF (chair), JT, DaH, PT, SZ, SG, NM (minutes), XM, YiZ, AS, GS, JD, RB

3:00 – 3:50  Break-out Session Chairs Report to everyone – 431 Stearns
              DB, MW, SWF 10-15 each + overall discussions

3:50 – 4:00  Closing Remarks – Ming Wang, Northeastern University - 431 Stearns

4:00 – 5:00  Social Hour – 501 Stearns
            Everyone not in the management meeting

4:00 – 5:00  VOTERS Management Meeting – 531 Stearns
            M. Wang (chair), C. Oden, T. Yu, D. Huston, J. Tyson, S. Wadia-Fascetti, R. Birken, V. Teli (minutes)

5:00 →  Adjournment Activities
            • Dinner and Discussions (at will)